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RECRUITMENT 

 

REFERENCE NUMBER: ACCMAN1217 

JOB TITLE: Account Manager  

LOCATION:  Denham, Middlesex 

 

Martin-Baker is the world's leading manufacturer of ejection seats and related equipment. 

It is the only company that can offer a fully integrated escape system that satisfies the very latest in pilot 
operational capability and safety standards. Martin-Baker offers a complete 'end-to-end service’, from 
helping the customer to establish operational safety and escape requirements, including design, 
development and qualification, to on-going support throughout the entire service life of the aircraft. 

 
DEPARTMENT NAME:  Sourcing 

JOB DESCRIPTION  

 
A vacancy has arisen for an Account Manager working in the Sourcing department at the Denham site. The 
role holder is responsible for sourcing and purchasing direct material goods in accordance with the 
company’s overall Strategic Plan. 
 
AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITY: 
 

- Provide the primary point of contact for suppliers into Martin Baker and manage allocated supplier 
relationships to ensure that supply to Martin Baker of products services and or material is 
delivered in accordance with contractual terms and the production schedule. 

- Ensure performance against key KPI’s (Quality, Cost, Delivery) and proactively identify and manage 
any risks that may impact on Martin Baker. 

- With the relevant category manager, actively develop, gain agreement to and roll-out the 
appropriate Category Strategy to ensure all functions work from an agreed Preferred Supplier List 

- Identify and engage with new suppliers via tendering and RFI and RFQ exercises as required. As 
required support customer meetings, bids and reviews in respect of supply chain strategy and any 
issues affecting ability to deliver. 

- Actively work with Supply Quality and Manufacturing to ensure that product, services and 
materials are supplied to the technical and quality standards required. 

- In conjunction with the Category Managers research and evaluate new suppliers   
- Monitor the external environment and keep an up to date knowledge of competitors and supplier 

capacity and capability. 
- Identification or risks within suppliers e.g. obsolescence of materials and parts, or changes in 

ownership that may impact Martin Baker, Support the senior team to develop risk mitigations and 
corrective actions plans. 

- Preparation and authorisation of purchase requisitions in accordance with standard operating 
procedures and delegated authorities including, sourcing , creating specifications and contracting 
with suppliers 
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- Identify blocks and problems in the supply chain working with suppliers, manufacturing, production 
control and shipping to ensure that deliveries to customer are met.  

- Generation and maintenance of supplier data in SAP – cost, scheduling lead times etc. to support 
financial and governance process. 

- Ensures compliance with export controls e.g. UK, USA and others as appropriate. 
 
EDUCATION & QUALIFICATIONS: 
 

- Degree-level qualification in a relevant subject 
 
SPECIFIC / TECHNICAL SKILL 
 

- Numerate and able to interpret and analyse data 
- Commercially aware  
- Experience of negotiations with suppliers 
- Ability to read and interpret Technical drawings and specifications 

 
PERSON SPECIFICATION: 
 

- Strong Interpersonal Skills- able to present confidently to internal & External customers and 
suppliers  

- Excellent Influencing and negotiating skills 
- Able to network and build relationships with a wide range of contacts. 
- Skilled Stakeholder Manager 

 
KNOWLEDGE & EXPERIENCE 
 
The ideal candidate will have: 

- Sourcing experience within a Manufacturing or similar environment 
- Experience of working within a multi-site operation desirable 

   
For all successful candidates, Martin-Baker will undertake background security checks. As part 
of this, we will need to confirm your identity, employment history and address history to cover 
the past five years as well as your nationality, immigration status and criminal record. For 
positions that require Security Clearance, the successful candidate must hold or be willing to 
obtain security clearance up to the relevant level for the role.     
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